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We welcome you to experience a rare concept of private
dining by hiring the entire venue , catering to a minimum of
20 guests.  Immerse yourself in an atmosphere of privacy
and exclusivity, tailoring the ambiance to your liking as we
meticulously attend to every detail.

Your experience begins with a captivating cocktail reception,
featuring a curated selection of canapés and bowl foods. Dive
into a world of culinary delight with our customizable set
menus, ensuring a tailored and memorable event that caters
to your unique preferences. For added flexibility, indulge in
the buffet option.

As the night unfolds, witness your evening transform into a
spectacle with our extraordinary cast, boasting jazz
musicians, dancers, and a thrilling fire act. After an exquisite
dinner, let the rhythm of our DJ transport you and your
guests into a vibrant night of dancing to your favorite tunes,
extending the celebration until 3 am. Elevate every moment
into the extraordinary at our exclusive venue.

Features
Dedicated bar
DJ booth 
4 LED Screens 
state-of-the-art surround sound system
Clookroom

Private dining 

Full venue private hire is available Monday to
Sunday. Our late night licence depends on the day of
the week and can be extended upon special request.

AVAILABILITY

Experience an intimate gathering with our private dinner for groups
of 20 to 60 guests. Opt for a lavish buffet dinner for up to 75 guests.

Capacity

Our opening hours will be tailored to your
specific requirements, with our standard late-

night license allowing us to serve until 2 am
from Monday and Sunday and  Tuesday to

Saturday until 3 am.

Extended hours can be accommodated upon
special request with advanced notice.

Operational Hours

MINIMUM
Minimum spend dependent on group size,
time of the year and service requirements.



Features
Dedicated bar
DJ booth 
4 LED Screens 
state-of-the-art surround sound system
Clookroom

Welcome to our electrifying club experience,
where the thrill of the night comes alive!
Immerse yourself in a vibrant atmosphere
designed to awaken your inner party animal.
Our club is more than just a venue; it's a journey
into the heart of vibrant nightlife.

Choose from our exclusive menu and customize
your night with  premium bottles and packages.

Request entertainment to transform your night
into an unforgettable spectacle, featuring bottle
service, energetic dancers, a dynamic DJ, and a
mesmerizing fire act. 

Club

Our operational hours will be tailored to your
specific requirements, with our standard late-

night license allowing us to serve until 2 am
from Monday and Sunday and  Tuesday to

Saturday until 3 am.

Extended hours can be accommodated upon
special request with advanced notice.

Operational Hours

MINIMUM
Minimum spend dependent on group size,
time of the year and service requirements.Capacity

Our standing Capacity is 140

Full venue private hire is available Monday
to Sunday. Our late night licence depends
on the day of the week and can be
extended upon special request.

AVAILABILITY



Welcome to the Celebration of a Lifetime! 
At Ricco London, we believe birthdays are more than just
milestones; they're the heartbeat of unforgettable
moments, the echo of shared laughter, and the canvas for
cherished memories. As you flip through this brochure,
envision a birthday celebration that transcends the
ordinary, a uniquely tailored experience that reflects the
essence of the guest of honour.
From intimate gatherings to grand festivities, we specialize
in crafting personalized birthday celebrations that leave a
lasting impression. Join us as we explore the possibilities
and reimagine the art of celebration. Let's create a birthday
experience that captures the spirit of joy, excitement, and
the magic of making memories.
Cheers to the extraordinary moments that await!"
Ricco London - Where Every Birthday is a Masterpiece!

Features
Dedicated bar
DJ booth 
4 LED Screens 
state-of-the-art surround sound system
Clookroom

Our operational hours will be tailored to your
specific requirements, with our standard late-

night license allowing us to serve until 2 am
from Monday and Sunday and  Tuesday to

Saturday until 3 am.

Extended hours can be accommodated upon
special request with advanced notice.

Operational Hours

MINIMUM
Minimum spend dependent on group size,
time of the year and service requirements.Capacity

Our standing Capacity is 140

Full venue private hire is available Monday
to Sunday. Our late night licence depends
on the day of the week and can be
extended upon special request.

AVAILABILITY

Birthdays at Ricco



Features
Exclusively allocated bar
Stage and DJ Booth
4 LED Screens 
State-of-the-art surround Sound System
Secure Clookroom

Corporate 

Our opening hours will be tailored to your
specific requirements, with our standard late-

night license allowing us to serve until 2 am
from Monday and Sunday and  Tuesday to

Saturday until 3 am.

Extended hours can be accommodated upon
special request with advanced notice.

Operational Hours

MINIMUM
Minimum spend dependent on group size,
time of the year and service requirements.

Full venue private hire available from Monday
to Sunday. Our late night licence depends on
the day of the week and can be extended
upon special request.

AVAILABILITY

Capacity

At Ricco London, we pride ourselves on offering
a sophisticated and versatile space that
transforms corporate events into extraordinary
experiences. Whether you're hosting a
conference, product launch, team-building
event, or a corporate celebration, our venue
provides the perfect backdrop for your vision.

Suitable for groups ranging from 20 to 120 guests.
Maximum capacity of up to 65 guests in cabaret
style and 120 guests standing.
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